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Notes, Powers & Enchantments
Sweep, Bludgeoning 4

Book of Vendettas
Notes, Powers & Enchantments
In battle, the Exemplar may opt to read from the Book of Vendettas and
invoke its power against his enemies. The Exemplar must roll under his PW
score to successfully invoke the powers contained in its writing. If he does
not make the roll the action is wasted. While he may try a subsequent
attempt, he may not use a concentration action to bulster his test.
1) Retribution. The deeds of the offending army are recorded in his book,
their atrocities against the Firstborn now infamous. An Exemplar may, in
a booming voice carried up to 16” and in LOS, recite these charges
against his enemies who will be assaulted by overwhelming visions of
the pain and suffering they have caused against the Firstborn. The
bombardment is so intense it will leave the victims shaken and
disoriented. Place a small explosion template over the closest targeted
model. Each model under the template must make a morale test verses
Dread. Automatons, Elementals, and Undead are immune to this effect.

Requirements:

May be attached to a warband of Knights Temporal,
otherwise treat as an Individual.

BEHEADING:
Should a model with this ability take the last wound from an enemy
with a roll of 4 or less, they have succeeded in decapitating their foe
completely. Enemy models within 6 inches and LOS will be affected by
a shocking feeling of Panic for the remainder of the turn. So
disheartening is their effect that the enemy LD tests are conducted at a
-2 penalty.
By contrast, friendly models within 6” and LOS gain a +2 to their LD
for the remained of the turn. Panicked models within range and LOS
will rally. Models greater than one SZ category than they are or models
without a visible head may not be beheaded in this manner.
FIELD COMMANDER:
While the Exemplar is a feared and respected presence in the
armies of the Firstborn, he is not able to command them with the broad
powers of other leaders and knights. As a Field Commander, the
Exemplar may spend an action to become part of a warband of
Knight’s Temporal and assume command of it. A routed warband of
Knights Temporal may be reformed into a new unit under the
Exemplar’s command should he successfully rally them. He may also
Give Orders to a warband of Knights Temporal or Firstborn War
Machines only. His ability to Give Orders to these specific units
extends to 8”.
HARDY:
Models that have the Hardy SA treat automatic limitations imposed
by Environmental Rules as one level less than they actually are.

